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AlphaLISA Technology
Designing Your Own  
AlphaLISA Assay: Selecting  
Toolbox Bead Pairs to Avoid 
Potential Bead-Bead Interactions 

AlphaScreen® and AlphaLISA® are no-wash, bead-based 
assay technologies used to study biomolecular interactions 
in a microplate format. The acronym “Alpha” stands for 
Amplified Luminescent Proximity Homogeneous Assay. 
Binding of proteins or other binding partners captured on 
the beads leads to an energy transfer from one bead to 
the other, ultimately producing a luminescent signal. 

Alpha assays require two bead types: Donor beads and 
Acceptor beads. Each bead type contains a different 
proprietary mixture of chemicals, which are key elements of 
the Alpha technology. Donor beads contain a photosensitizer, 
phthalocyanine, which converts ambient oxygen to an excited 
and reactive form of O2, singlet oxygen, upon illumination at 
680 nm. Within its four μs half-life, singlet oxygen can diffuse 
approximately 200 nm in solution. If an Acceptor bead is 
within that distance, energy is transferred from the singlet 
oxygen to thioxene derivatives within the Acceptor bead, 
resulting in light production at 520 - 620 nm (AlphaScreen) 
or at 615 nm (AlphaLISA). If the Donor bead is not in 
proximity of an Acceptor bead, the singlet oxygen falls to 
ground state and no signal is produced.

PerkinElmer offers a variety of Alpha toolbox beads for 
designing assays in a fast and convenient way. The most 
commonly developed assays using Alpha toolbox beads 
are either indirect sandwich immunoassays, where toolbox 
reagents are used to capture antibodies that recognize an 
analyte of interest (Figure 1A), or protein-protein interaction 
assays where toolbox reagents and antibodies are used to 
capture tagged recombinant proteins (Figure 1B). 
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Figure 1. Common Assay Setups using Alpha Toolbox Beads. In an indirect 
immunoassay (1A), primary antibodies of two different species are used to capture an 
analyte of interest and anti-species Alpha beads are used to capture the primary antibodies. 
When using Alpha to detect protein-protein interactions, the proteins of interest can be 
used either tagged or untagged. In the case shown in 1B, protein “A” is tagged and captured 
by anti-tag Alpha Donor beads, while protein “B” is captured by a primary anti-protein B 
antibody which is then captured by an anti-species AlphaLISA Acceptor bead. When 
protein “A” and “B” interact, the Donor and Acceptor beads are brought in close proximity. 
In both cases shown, it is important to know the species of the antibody conjugated to the 
Alpha Acceptor beads to be sure there is no cross-reactivity with the antibody found on the 
Alpha Donor beads.
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Regardless of assay format, toolbox bead selection is an 
important aspect of designing an AlphaLISA® assay. It can 
impact assay performance, and occasionally, can mean the 
difference between a successful assay and an unworkable 
assay. For example, in some cases, a particular pairing of 
Donor and Acceptor beads can lead to a false positive 
signal when the antibodies or proteins coated on the two 
beads have affinity for one another. The purpose of this 
technical note is to give recommendations on different 
bead pairings by showing the various host species of the 
antibodies on each toolbox bead and to show data 
generated on each bead pair in the absence of analyte  
and other assay components. 

Table 1 lists all of the toolbox beads that PerkinElmer offers highlighting 
the host species and subclass of each antibody conjugated to each 
bead. Knowing the host species of the antibodies on the beads can 
provide insight into designing a good assay to avoid situations 
where the antibody bound Donor and Acceptor beads cross-react in 
the absence of the target of interest. For example, since the anti-HA 
Acceptor beads (AL170) have a rabbit monoclonal antibody, we see 
high signal with the anti-rabbit IgG Donor beads (AS105) and the 
Protein A Donor beads (AS102), since Protein A is known to have a 
strong affinity for rabbit antibodies. An illustration of this cross-reactivity 
is shown in Figure 2. Also of note, the anti-rat beads not only show 
cross-reactivity with those beads containing rat antibodies, but also 
show some cross-reactivity with beads containing mouse antibodies. 

Bead Coating
Alpha  

Donor Beads
AlphaLISA  

Acceptor Beads
Monoclonal/ 
Polyclonal

Host Subclass

Protein A AS102 AL101 N/A N/A N/A

Protein A 6760137 (AlphaScreen) N/A N/A N/A

Protein G AL102 N/A N/A N/A

Anti-Human IgG AL103 Polyclonal Mouse (Fab')2 fragment

Anti-Rabbit IgG AS105 AL104 Polyclonal Goat (Fab')2 fragment

Anti-Mouse IgG AS104 AL105 Polyclonal Goat (Fab')2 fragment

Anti-Mouse IgG AL164 Polyclonal Goat nd

Anti-Rat IgG AS110 AL106 Polyclonal Goat (Fab')2 fragment

Anti-Goat IgG AL107 Polyclonal Rabbit (Fab')2 fragment

Ni Chelate AS101 AL108 N/A N/A N/A

Glutathione 6765300 AL109 N/A N/A N/A

Anti-GST AL110 Polyclonal Goat nd

Anti-cMyc AL111 Monoclonal Mouse IgG1k

Anti-FLAG AS103 AL112 Monoclonal Mouse IgG1

Anti-DIG AS108 Polyclonal Sheep Fab fragments

Anti-DIG AL113 Monoclonal Mouse IgG1k

Streptavidin 6760002 AL125 N/A N/A N/A

Protein L AL126 N/A N/A N/A

Anti-FITC AL127 Monoclonal Mouse IgG2a

Anti-His AL128 Monoclonal Mouse IgG1

Anti-V5 AL129 Monoclonal Mouse IgG2a

Anti-Mouse IgM AL130 Monoclonal Rat IgG2a,k

Anti-Chicken IgY AL131 Polyclonal Rabbit nd

Anti-Sheep IgG AL132 Polyclonal Rabbit nd

Anti-GFP AS112 AL133 Monoclonal Mouse IgG2a

Anti-Maltose Binding Protein (MBP) AL134 Monoclonal Rat IgG2a

Strep-Tactin® AS106 AL136 N/A N/A N/A

Anti-DNP AS111 AL173 Polyclonal Goat nd

Anti-HRP AS109 AL171 Polyclonal Goat nd

Anti-Protein C AL172 Monoclonal Mouse IgG1,k

Anti-HA AL170 Monoclonal Rabbit nd

Anti-Human IgG1 AL141 Monoclonal Rat IgG2a

Anti-Human IgG1 AL153 (isotyping) Polyclonal Goat nd

Anti-Human IgG2 AL154 (isotyping) Monoclonal Mouse IgG1

Anti-Human IgG4 AL142 Monoclonal Mouse IgG1

Anti-Human IgG4 AL156 (isotyping) Monoclonal Mouse IgG1

Anti-Mouse IgE AL161 (isotyping) Polyclonal Goat nd

Anti-Mouse IgG1 AL157 (isotyping) Monoclonal Rat IgG1,k

Anti-Mouse IgG2a AL158 (isotyping) Polyclonal Goat nd

Anti-Mouse IgG2b AL159 (isotyping) Monoclonal Rat IgG2a,k

Anti-Mouse IgG3 AL160 (isotyping) Polyclonal Rabbit nd

Anti-Mouse IgM AL162 (isotyping) Polyclonal Goat nd

Lens culinaris agglutinin (LCA) AL140 N/A N/A N/A

Table 1. Available Toolbox Beads with Species and Clonality of Bead-Conjugated Antibody.
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Example raw data from a single experiment performed to 
determine which bead pairs might be able to interact on their 
own, leading to a false-positive signal, is demonstrated in 
Table 2. The heat map shows the raw signals ranging from 
low (green) to moderate (yellow) to high (red). In some cases, 
even though the raw signal is yellow for a particular bead 
pair, if the signal in the absence of donor is also yellow,  
the signal to background may still be low. Most of the  
cross-reactivity can be rationalized by looking back at the host 
species table (see Table 1). In addition, Donor and Acceptor 
bead pairing experiments were performed twice and read on 
both a standard 2103 EnVision® and an HTS EnVision, with 
one hour incubation and an overnight incubation (data not 
shown). Some bead pairings were tested with multiple lots. 
The bead-bead interactions were assessed by the counts 
measured and the signal to background determined from the 
Acceptor Bead/Donor bead pair and Acceptor beads alone. 

Figure 2. Cross-reactivity of Antibodies leads to bridging of Donor and Acceptor beads. 
The antibody conjugated to anti-HA AlphaLISA Acceptor beads is a rabbit monoclonal. 
Therefore, when paired with anti-Rabbit Donor beads, the Donor and Acceptor beads can 
bind in the absences of any analyte causing a false positive Alpha signal. In order to avoid this 
effect, it is important to check the host species of all of the antibodies and toolbox reagents 
being engaged in an Alpha assay by using the information found in Table 1.

Table 2. Bead Pairings Test. Example raw data for one lot of each bead, read on a 2103 standard EnVision after one hour. Each data point is the average of three replicates. The 
heat map shows the signal which ranges from low (in green) to moderate (yellow) to high (red). Experiments were performed with 20 µg/ml of Donor bead and 20 µg/ml of 
Acceptor bead in 1X Universal Buffer (PerkinElmer Catalog Number AL001). Counts may vary in other buffers and at varied bead concentrations.
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From all the data gathered, we put together a bead pairing 
recommendation table (Table 3). The green check marks show 
recommended pairings that gave low signal under all conditions 
tested. The yellow exclamation marks show pairs with higher 
background due to moderate interactions between the 
conjugated proteins/antibodies on the beads. In these cases, 

users should exercise caution as the signal seen may be usable 
on a particular instrument with a short incubation time, but may 
provide too high of a background signal under other conditions, 
and most importantly, could vary based on lot of antibody (and 
Alpha bead). Pairings indicated in red gave particularly high 
signals under all conditions tested and should be avoided. 

Table 3. Bead Pairing Recommendations. The green check marks show recommended pairings that gave low signal under all conditions tested. The yellow exclamation 
marks show pairs with higher background due to moderate interactions between the conjugated proteins/antibodies on the beads. In cases where a yellow exclamation mark 
is shown, it is important to note that the level of interaction could potentially vary as the lots of assay components change. This could mean while low background Alpha 
signal is observed initially, if different lots of antibody (and toolbox reagents) are used over time, the background Alpha signal could increase or decrease significantly. Pairings 
indicated in red gave particularly high signals under all conditions tested and should be avoided. 
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In conclusion, the bead pair recommendation table shows pairings 
that should be avoided and those that may have moderate affinity 
for one another. It should be noted, however, that there are 
many factors that can influence the background signal observed 
by Alpha bead pair cross-reactivity. The recommendations made 
in Table 3 take into account things such as incubation time (low 
background signal even after an overnight incubation) and type of 
instrument (low background on both HTS and Standard Envision 
2103 models), but does not represent every assay condition 
possible. For example, the experiments in Figure 2 were carried 
out in Universal assay buffer. Any difference in assay buffer 
conditions could impact the relative assay background signal. 

Therefore, it is important that a “no analyte” control be 
performed using the precise assay conditions of interest 
(incubation time, temperate, assay buffer, etc.) to verify the  
level of bead cross-reactivity that may be occurring between  
a particular Alpha bead pairing. 

The AlphaLISA Immunoassay Conversion Quick-Start Guide  
and the Protein: Protein Interaction Assay Development Guide 
are more in-depth resources that provide further guidance on 
assay design using Alpha toolbox reagents. Troubleshooting tips 
and other important assay advice can also be found by visiting 
www.perkinelmer.com/ASK. 




